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Air-Q and Solaga: healthy air in the home office
Keleya: Pregnancy App
Mementor: sleep better in sleepless times
Mindance: Well-being in difficult times
Tex-lock: bicycle lock made of high-tech fibers
Vizzlo: The graph to communicate every idea from the homeoffice

Air-Q and Solaga: healthy air in the home office

Class 8 alumni air-Q has developed a smart device for monitoring air quality, and notifying you of potential harmful
impurities in your air. Meanwhile class 9 alumni Solaga has developed a picture frame containing natural algae, which
can actively clean the air in your space.
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The combination of both innovations delivers better air quality indoors.

Find our more about

•
•

air-Q 
Solaga 

Keleya: Pregnancy App

Not only do you have to keep yourself and others safe, you have to ensure the well-being of that baby developing in
side your body.
Class 6 alumni Keleya is a Berlin-based startup that has developed an app to help coach you through the phases of
pregnancy.
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Find out more about Keleya 

Mementor: sleep better in sleepless times

In these sleepless times, it is important to ensure that our immune system works optimally. A good night's sleep is a
key prerequisite for this. mementor has developed an online training developed by sleep researchers that helps to
cope with sleep disorders: A clinical study shows that problems with falling asleep and staying asleep can be success
fully treated with the digital application.

Find out more about mementor 

Mindance: Well-being in difficult times
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In a world that is currently only breeding chaos, well-being is no longer a matter of course.
Class 6 alumni MINDANCE has developed an app that focuses on helping people achieve more mindfulness and
strength mental health.

Find our more about MINDANCE 

Tex-lock: bicycle lock made of high-tech fibers

Class 4 Alumni Tex-lock has developed a bicycle lock made of high-tech fibers. The ART 2 security certified lock carries
many obvious advantages: soft surfaces protect the bicycle frame, and the high flexibility allows secure connections
to solid objects.
Tex-lock bicycle locks are manufactured in Leipzig, and the company is one of the few startups with a female founding
team.

Find out more about tex-lock 

Vizzlo: The graph to communicate every idea from the homeoffice
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Vizzlo is a class 3 alumni that has developed a SaaS product to help create beautiful graphics and charts, in much less
time than traditional products such as PowerPoint.
We don’t know how long we’re going to be in this mess. From the simplest pie chart to complex data visualizations,
Vizzlo has the graph to communicate every idea from the Homeoffice.

Find out more about vizzlo 
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